


Stress free!
Important core points for de-stressing in everyday life



Presentation



What is stress?



Positive stress - nonsense



What can stress be used for?



‘Positive stress’ is false security



Avoid producing combat hormones…



Quality and joy of life via the inner strength



The arise of stress



The consequences of stress



And so what can stress offer?



'Positive stress' is a fata morgana



Pressure causes stress. Is that logical?



Pressure causes stress. Is that logical?



Can we avoid that stress causes stress?



Different "types" of anxiety or anger?

The organism does not distinguish between different "types" of 
anxiety or anger, so for whatever reasons…

… Mental (worries, annoyances, time pressure, finances, TV, 
personal problems) or

… physical (physically threatening behavior from the outside 
world)

then the organism produces combat hormones in everyday life for 
a good word, but who benefits from it? None!



The security chain



The consequences of the security chain

Physical well-being

Rarely ill

Mentally relaxed

Initiative

Collaborating

Positive

Effective

Intuitive

Self-respect and self-realization

No sleep problems

Peaceful



The difference between pressure and stress today



Prevention of stress in everyday life?



Prevention of stress in everyday life?



Weaken the stress chain



Breathing through the nose



Disadvantages of breathing through the nose…



Normal breathing provides no de-stressing



Inhale without tensing your head



Now inhalations no longer stress you



A world of stress and de-stressing for difference



The importance of emotions for de-
stressing



”What a wonderful world”



”What a wonderful world”



Get control of your emotions



The feeling of well-being



Emotions hide in the stomach



The feeling of well-being by inhalation



Active de-stressing dispels anxiety and anger?



The breathing rhythm during Active Relief



A completely natural form of breathing



Consequences of Active Stress Relief



Active de-stressing reduces pain



Active de-stressing with a clear conscience



A better world



Good conscience gives peace of mind



Work out a bad conscience with a dose of common sense



Work a bad conscience with attitudes



A better world through a better conscience



Incorrect quote in: Healthy In The South

No!

Yes

Nonsense!



Find yourself… forget yourself



”Forget the chair”



Clear thinking and concentration



Clear thinking and concentration(2)



Clear thinking - via sitting in your own thoughts



About pressure in your daily life…?



Willpower



About willpower



Resign



Smile to the world - for your own sake!





A relaxed head



Improved active de-stressing



To sit in one's own thoughts



At sidde i egne tanker (2/2)





Never doubt the effect of the active de-stressing



Passive de-stressing



Sleep and rest - so do not care!



Wait to inhale as long as possible after exhaling



Relaxation of body relaxation of head



Think positive past!



The counting method



To feel ungodly



The will to survive (1/2)



The will to survive (2/2)



Resignation



Smile to the world



Mutual harmony



Mutual harmony between the characters



The harmony instinct



Harmony between animals and humans



Bullying


